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"in all of this, the messiah told us that such is the miracle of god that he has shown the kindness of his mercy, by raising a prophet from the dead after he has been killed - as he has not raised the dead for the (other) prophets (for a proof that this is true), as he has testified:“who has
brought down the gods of the people of the book (jews and christians) to the lowest point of the earth?” then he narrated the story of the widow of bani sa'id ibn khubra, before he mentioned the prophets. he said, “abraham, jesus and the righteous ones are gods (of their people). the

book is divided into eleven (11) sections and these have titles in part in arabic and then in english. the arabic titles are in quote marks. these were present when the book came to me and i did not add them as they did not seem valid. the first five sections (qasideh, nasheen, nasib,
zakat, fadk) are the principles of islam. the remaining sections are many, ranging from the order of prayer to the schedule of hajj, and instructions about social relations such as invocations, greetings and blessings. the islamic zabur is now available in an affordable sourcebook suitable
for use in teaching: the bloomsbury reader in christian-muslim relations, 600-1500, edited by david thomas and available from bloomsbury. my contribution is: the zabur is the holy book referred to as the book of psalms in the noble quran. zabur was revealed to dawud (as), so that he

may invite his people to the right path. muslims are to affirm that the zabur, in its original form, was a revelation of allah. on the other hand, any versions of it that exist currently shall not be endorsed or deemed divine in origin. this is because it, like the tawrat, was altered and
stripped of its initial authenticity.
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micah was the name of the son of king david. king david was a hebrew king who ruled the southern kingdom of israel. he had five sons, each one of which had a son who became the head of the line of their own ten tribes. after king david died, solomon was the last king. he reigned over the
northern kingdom of israel for twenty years. his line did not die out; they were the progenitors of the line of the prophet and seer, john the baptist. as well as the prophet jesus (isa). solomon's body was laid to rest in jerusalem's grave in the holy sepulchre, and his line has carried his legacy in
what became israel, the holy land, and ultimately the united states. the "prayer of arafat" is a prayer often quoted by muslims. it appears in the quran in sura 112. to the pure in faith is a reward, and to the doers of good deeds is a garden of bliss. - k a r a r a f a t, after muhammad. the book of

revelation was sent down (appointed by allah to prophet moses (musa)) to the faithful people of the banu israel, for their own good and then for the good of the peoples of the book. like the books of dawood (pbuh), and the muslims, which were set down on a table of unity for all people, and that
no matter what their religion is. we know that the ummiyyin of arrakis enjoy the benevolence of the lady jessica as she sits on giedi prime, and has appointed a regent, as was her desire. she has not only appoint the regent, but also has appointed the bene gesserit, and the harkonnen and their
families have been protected. now, the zabur of the fremen of arrakis has been protected as well. the fremen have themselves taken the book of revelation and have hidden it on themselves, and sworn to protect it from their enemies. they have hidden it with the fremen in their own vaults, the

underground vaults of the fremen have been made into a repository for the book of revelation. in the gravestone of a fremen, was a quote from the quran: 5ec8ef588b
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